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Happiness is the result of getting our needs met. 
Pretty simple concept, right?

People feel “happy” when their needs for survival, 
safety, belonging, respect, self-esteem and even 
self-actualization are satisfied.

Being happy brings a sense of inner wellness, which 
can act as a springboard from which people exhibit 
their “best selves,” and do their “best work.” Being 
happy provides internal support for all of us in our 
personal lives, our social lives, and in our business 
lives. Being happy as an employee inspires us to 
express our unique creativity, innovative insights, 
and revolutionary strategies with courage and 
confidence. 

If your organization wants to maximizing their 
investment for labor, creativity and strategic thinking, 
doesn’t it make sense then to create an environment, 
an organizational culture, that brings out the “best” 
in your employees? 

INTRODUCTION
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Simple, right? But meeting the employees’ needs 
can become quite the challenge. If feeding them 
was all it took to accomplish this, the task would 
be elementary. However, humans have many 
needs, including strong social needs. Meeting these 
needs is significantly more difficult, especially in 
a diverse population where ancient instinctual 
responses and long-standing biases, beliefs, and 
attitudes are alive and well in each person’s heart, 
psyche, and cellular memory.

Diverse populations bring challenges to a single 
organization striving for a singular business goal. 
They also bring blessings.This little book addresses 
the paradox of diver-sity’s challenges and blessings. 
It intends to provide clear and practical support 
for creating an organi-zational culture where staff 
members experience their needs being met, and 
where people feel safe, included, and respected.

From the unseen hero cleaning the floors to the 
middle manager to the highly visible public relations 
expert, when every employee gets their needs met
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within the organizational structure, they are happy 
at work, happy to come to work, and happy to 
do their best work. The result? A progressive and 
profitable direction for any organization. 

LIVING IN A DIVERSE WORLD  

Have you noticed? When experienced in nature, 
diversity most often brings wonderment. And yet… 
interestingly, when experienced socially, politically, 
or organizationally, diversity often brings difficulties.

Differing points of view, customs, traditions, 
languages, communication styles, or abilities, 
(just to name just a few!) can elicit innumerable 
challenges when a diverse group of people are 
working together toward a common goal.In today’s 
global community, diversity is expanding, rising. 
It is definitely here to stay. That means, increased 
difficulties are here to stay. 
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Fortunately, there are tools and skills that can be 
learned and developed to support both working 
through the challenges of diversity, and expanding 
the enjoyment of it.This MiniBÜk will discuss 
some of those tools and skills so that when your 
organization implements them, you will see 
the results. Your colleagues and your staff will 
recognize that you have set the conditions for 
optimal performance from each employee, not 
despite of the diversity but because of it!

ASSES YOUR CULTURE:
How Groovy Are You? 

We all know that when employees feel valued, 
respected, and included, individual and team 
performance significantly increase. 

Let’s start by taking a simple survey. This survey will 
help you assess if your company, small business, or 
corporation needs support in improving the social 
working conditions within the business. As soon as
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social working conditions do improve, everyone 
will witness how easily your employees can be 
happy doing their best work for your company’s 
mission, and consequently, provide your business 
with escalating results.

On a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being the highest), 
how would you rate your organizational culture?

DOES YOUR CULTURE...

…  acknowledge that people do their best work   
 when they’re happy? _______

…  have a clear intention to cultivate harmony   
 and equality among workers? _______

…  demonstrate and express respect and 
 inclusion towards fellow workers? _______
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…  know that happy employees have the ability   
 to get their needs met? _______

…  have a support system in place where workers  
 can identify, communicate & negotiate their 
 feelings, needs and requests? _______

…  demonstrate the value of managers and   
 supervisees listening to one another? _______

…  honor and model the practice of open
 communication, which includes personal and 
 professional honesty, transparency, and   
 vulnerability? _______

…  exhibit a value of caring for others? _______

…  know that when employees feel valued,   
 respected, and included, individual and team   
 performance increases significantly? _______

… respect and support diverse gender
 identification? _______
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…  provide mentoring for individuals within   
 minority groups? _______

…  recruit prospective workers from colleges 
 catering to minorities? _______

…  have a system in place where staff can build   
 these values and skills? _______
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Circle the Response that Best Describes 
your Organization:

How would you classify the social atmosphere 
among your employees? 

Hostile       Tense       On-Guard       Disrespectful 
Vengeful        Biased        Non-Stop Complaints

Elephant-in-the-Room       Amiable       Harmonious 
Joyful       Changing all the time

How would you rate the amount of conflict
among your coworkers?      

Frequent     Occasional     Rare

How would you rate the accounts of sexual 
harassment among your workforce? 

Frequent     Occasional     Rare     Never

How would you rate the accounts of discrimination 
among your coworkers?

Frequent     Occasional     Rare     Never
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How much “work” time is wasted in ironing-out these 
difficulties? 

Low    Medium    High

How would you rate the level of cooperation among 
team members in your organization?

Low    Medium    High

What percentage of the minorities in your 
organization need support in finding their voice, 
speaking up, and feeling free to contribute their full 
creativity and expertise?

0-25%       25-50%       50-75%      75-100%

What is your company’s return-rate when women 
take maternity-leave?

0-25%       25-50%       50-75%      75-100%
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Review your Answers. Give your organization a score 
between 1 and 10, (10 being the highest) to best 
describe the level at which your culture is embracing 
diversity. Put the number here:____ 

Thinking carefully about the number you have 
chosen, consider whether or not your organization 
could benefit from additional tools and skills to build 
a culture that not only tolerates differences, but 
celebrates them. As you continue reading, consider 
how to tailor the tips in the coming chapters to 
help you build an organizational culture where 
every employee gets their social needs met, and 
subsequently gives you their fullest potential. 
All the best on your journey...

Here’s an overview of what we’ll be discussing:

1. Shifting the Mind-Set of “Diversity as Challenge”
2. Dissolving Boundaries
3. Communicating to Connect
4. Creating Common Ground
5. Celebrating your Greatness
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CHAPTER 1
Shifting the Mindset of Diversity

Consider this: 

Differences Are a Good Thing.

There is an age-old adage: variety is the spice of 
life. So true! If every day were the same, our lives 
would be quite bland. Inertia would inevitably 
set in. Creative diversity would be forced into the 
open. Despite ourselves, we would intrinsically 
understand the need for variety.

But then what? Have you noticed that humans 
seem to respond quite differently to variations in 
nature than they do to differences among their 
fellow human beings?

In nature, when encountering great diversity, people 
tend to say things like: Oooooow! Aaaah! Wow! 
OMG!
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Among a group of diverse people, however, they tend 
to say things like: Oyi! Oh-No! Really? No-Way! And 
perhaps even, Caution! These are markedly different 
responses!

People might pass judgment on this stark reality. But 
it helps to know that the tendency to experience fear 
and contraction when encountering people who are 
different from ourselves is largely due to the fact that 
our brains are wired to respond to “strangers,” i.e., 
people who look, act, or sound different than we do. 
We approach with caution, and often with an obvious 
or subtle flight or fight reaction.

This hard wiring presents quite a challenge 
for diverse types of people in a similar setting, 
particularly a workforce. To add to the “brain 
hardware” challenge, there is the conditioning that 
we are bombarded with on a daily basis through 
social interaction and the media. This conditioning 
sets us up to see people with differences as 

“separate” from us, either “less than” or “more than,” 
or even as an “alien” or “enemy.”
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So, our physiology and social conditioning conspire 
against us in our efforts to practice the golden rule: 

“Treat others the way we want to be treated.”

Diversity books and trainings like this exist because 
humans need help to overcome their “natural” 
tendencies towards believing survival of self might 
necessitate destruction of another. That means 
people with differences.

It’s no small endeavor to look at changing 
physiological hardware and social engagement rules 
that were set into motion for our protection and 
survival from the beginning of human interaction. 
As a first step to balance the “natural” tendency 
towards separation, judgment, and dominance in 
dealing with people different than ourselves, we 
can turn the tables and take a look at the wonderful 
things, the benefits that come with being part of a 
diverse group.
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Let’s Have a Look at Some of the Benefits of a 
Diverse Group:
 
When we find ourselves in a diverse group, if we 
allow curiosity, inquiry, and good listening to be in 
the forefront of our intentions, we may well find 
ourselves surprised by the knowledge, wisdom 
and creativity of people who have had markedly 
different experiences than our own. These folks 
can offer different perspectives, different answers, 
and different solutions – all of which may bring 
forth novel ideas – ones we ourselves could never 
have thought of simply because our experiences, 
our history, and our perspectives are different.

As people shift their attention to the wisdom and 
creativity that can been gleaned from others who 
are different from themselves, they begin to value 
diversity among people. Ultimately, this shift in 
attitude towards differences opens the door to 
creative and innovative ideas. This is how old 
problems get solved. Somebody comes up with a 
new solution. This is how any living system evolves
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according to the needs of the time. This is how an 
organization thrives. What follows is an increase in 
acceptance and appreciation of differences.

I remember when I had my first significant 
immersion into a population of people with Down 
Syndrome. I was invited to address them as a 
speaker during a celebration of sorts. It was clear 
that their ability to process information in the 
same way that the average person does was very 
compromised. And, I remember feeling frustrated 
when I tried to get a point across.

However, when amidst this community, I was 
taken aback by the overwhelming presence of 
love, and a joy that was incredibly palpable. 
Being in their presence brought tears to my eyes, 
particularly when I realized that my frustration with 
communicating was actually being taken over by 
their enormous capacity to accept me just the way 
I am, and shower me in a downpour of love.
Walking away from that experience, I thought to 
myself: I’m not so sure I taught them anything but 
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they sure did teach me something!

Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is another powerful 
tool, developed by David L. Cooperrider and 
Diana Whitney at the Case Western University 
in Cleveland, Ohio1. AI looks for the resources 
that already exist in any situation, or among any 
population. It asks questions like, “What is the 
gift here?” “What is positive about this situation 
or person?” “How can we build on our existing 
strengths?”

Looking for the best in people, drawing out, and 
putting to good use the gifts that each person 
brings to a circle. Acknowledging others for their 
unique contributions, no matter how small. These 
are behaviors and practices that can help fellow 
workers feel seen, appreciated, and honored. When 
the needs of belonging, respect, and self-esteem are 
met, it tends to elicit an environment of harmony 
and cooperation, connection and satisfaction, and 
successful outcomes among the people in that group.

1 https://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/intro/whatisai.cfm
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When people appreciate the value that others 
bring, it also elicits an increase in one’s ability to 
communicate effectively. People who practice and 
express appreciation are more prone to cooperate 
and collaborate– these are the hallmarks of any 
great team. They experience a more satisfying level 
of connection when relating to others. They feel 
happier and more fulfilled at work, and probably 
at home, as well. They learn basic life-skills like 
respect and kindness, and the ability to see and 
draw out the best in others.

The benefit of all of this? When people feel they are 
seen, heard, accepted, valued, and appreciated, they 
rest assuredly, knowing their social needs are being 
met. When these needs are met, people are happy. 
And, we know the bottom line: When people are 
happy, they do the best work for themselves and 
for others.

But let’s not jump ahead. We have already 
established a fact: it naturally takes “work” to create
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an environment where people get along, respect 
and appreciate one another’s differences, enhance 
their communication skills, and really connect. We 
also know … when this work is put in, the benefits 
are immeasurable – even if your main focus is the 
measurable results in your rising bottom line.

We’re All Different AND the Same

There is more than one way to change our mindset 
when we consciously choose to embrace diversity. 
Simply put, we learn to shift our perception of 
others from “them” to “us.” 

What is our biggest challenge to making this shift? 
For me, one example is socio-economic boundaries. 
I find it a rather common practice that people of 
privilege (those with more pay, education, authority, 
influence, resources, etc.) tend to make a separation 
between themselves and people with fewer 
resources. There is a “better than” and “less than” 
dynamic going on behind the scenes.
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It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to deduce that 
such a mindset creates conditions where people 
with fewer resources feel dominated, controlled, 
and marginalized. Why would these folks want to 
give their “all”? How could they possibly do their 
best work in such an environment?
 
Workers must feel that there is a return for them, 
not just for the business, organization, or company.

Shifting-out of the mindset of the “haves” and 
“have-nots,” the “better-than” and “less-than,” let’s 
consider it is not just the guy with dark skin and a 
heavy accent, or the gal who’s overweight, or the 
young person with a limp who is “different.”

What if we held it in a different light? What if 
we paid attention to the fact that we are ALL 
different? What if we are all as unique as an 
individual snowflake? What if we acknowledged 
that every single person has his or her own unique 

“design,” thoughts, feelings, style, and stories (to 
name only a few).
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And, amazingly, simultaneously, we are also all the 
same: we ALL have commonalities. We all eat food, 
breathe air, need love and care, want cool stuff…. 
And these commonalties bind us together.

A Closer Look at Differences

As a bit of an antidote for those who may consider 
that it’s only others who are “different,” let’s look at 
some of the many ways that people can exhibit and 
express differences.

I usually group differences among people into two 
categories: visible and invisible.

The visible (and audible) differences among people 
include shape (physical structure), size (weight 
& height), skin color (white, black, brown, red, 
yellow), hair (color, texture, and style), eye color 
(green, brown, blue, hazel), age (young, robust, 
old, wrinkled), race/geographic heritage (Pacific 
Islanders, Middle Eastern, Caucasian, African 
American, Semitic, Celtic, etc.), physical abilities 
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(sedentary, able-bodied, athletic, paraplegic, 
multiple sclerosis, etc.), financial status (federal 
poverty level, middle class, upper middle class, 
millionaire, billionaire), personal style (clothing and 
accessories), hygiene (European versus American, 
African versus Australian, etc.), language (Indo-
European, Uralic, Sign, etc.), communication skills 
(introvert, extrovert), number of limbs (amputees, 
birth defects, etc.). Can you think of any others?

The invisible (and inaudible) differences among 
people include personal thoughts, desires, 
unspoken goals, inherent values, mental abilities, 
sexual orientation, religious or spiritual orientation, 
personal needs, past difficulties (abuse, neglect, 
trauma, physical wounds or illness), internal 
resources, talents/gifts, motivation, attitudes, 
beliefs, and habits. So many differences!
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A Closer Look at Sameness

When I ask young school children to raise their 
hand if they think we’re all different, they all 
raise their hands. When I ask them who thinks 
we’re all the same, only one or two in a room of 
several hundred will raise their hand. This clearly 
illustrates, that even from a young age, our culture 
has conditioned us to place so much more of our 
attention on our differences.

Let’s review some obvious commonalities that 
all humans share (even though, within these 
categories, there are innumerable variances):

We all have a body and a brain. We were all born of 
a womb, and we were all conceived when a sperm 
broke open the outer layer of an egg. We all have 
the ability to sense and process information. We all 
have emotions, needs, preferences, desires, goals, 
imagination, and instincts. We are all alive because 
of our physiology, our breath, and our spirit. When 
we are alive, we all have the mysterious spark of
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life that distinguishes us from a dead person. We 
all have dreams, and a clear sense of how we want 
to be treated.

Understanding that we are in many ways equally 
the same as we are equally unique and special, 
this is another way to switch our mindset so we 
can more easily embrace and even celebrate 
differences.

Objectify Your Fears

Most cultures indoctrinate their youth with a sense 
of nationalism and loyalty— to congregate, relate to, 
and trust only “their own kind.” Throughout history, 
marrying someone outside of one’s own cultural 
or racial heritage was unthinkable. Even today, the 
act of cross-cultural or multiracial marriage is more 
often taboo than widely acceptable.
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In times when humans lived more closely to nature, 
“strangers” (people who appeared or sounded 
different from themselves) posed a definite threat 
to individuals and, in many cases, a threat to the 
group as a whole. Over centuries, even millennia, 
humans have sought to protect themselves from 
the threat of outsiders by “sticking together,” 

“keeping to their own kind,” and keeping strangers 
“at a distance.” When we separate ourselves in 
these ways, it becomes second nature to project 

“danger” or “enemy-images” onto people with 
unfamiliar characteristics.

No wonder it’s so hard for us to let go of our biases. 
In many ways, they are deeply embedded into 
our unconscious mind. They are both visceral and 
instinctual.

One thing that can help here is to have an honest 
review of the biases and prejudices that you are 
currently holding. The list of questions below will 
be instrumental in helping you bring old beliefs, 
biases, and conditioned responses up and out from
your unconscious mind. 
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The following questions are designed to help 
you become aware, and even mindful, of your 
conditioned-self and your instinctual reactions to 
people with differences.

As awareness and mindfulness begin to develop 
inside of you, and you become more and more 
conscious of your automated responses to people 
who are different, you will naturally nurture your 
equally innate ability to “contain” your instinctual 
reactions. Like a vase holding water, you can 
contain those feelings, emotions and behaviors 
within yourself. You can observe them inside 
yourself, without acting them out. Ironically, this 
too is part of self-preservation.

Once you can contain your reactivity, then you 
will be able to choose how you want to respond 
to someone, ideally (and hopefully) with kindness 
and respect. This is the direction where “diversity 
awareness” takes us. It is diametrically opposed 
to keeping us chained to our automatic, habitual 
responses- which more commonly elicit hurt for 
others, and ultimately ourselves.
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Here is an important tool: no need to feel guilty 
about having these auto-responders full of fear 
and judgment. We all have them: deep-seeded 
conditions and instinctual fears every time we 
experience someone or something unfamiliar. 
The important thing is that we strive to be aware, 
to mature, and to learn to hold our visceral reactivity 
inside of ourselves, transforming and transmuting 
our primitive brains into the evolved, aware and 
accepting souls we also instinctively have within us.

As I tell the kids in my anti-bullying classes in 
elementary schools, it’s not really about being 
polite or even kind to others. The bottom line is 
that we get to choose how we make others feel. 
We can either make them feel sad and hurt, or we 
can make them feel happy and glad.

Mindfulness is key! Through this practice, we really 
can overcome our ancient wiring. We can choose!
So now the questions. First, think about a group of 
people that you feel are a “problem” for you. 
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Then, ask yourself: 

What kinds of differences in this group make me 
feel the most uncomfortable?

When I think of this group, what do I notice? What 
happens inside my body? Am I tense? Am I queasy? 
What happens with my mind? Am I angry? Am I 
frightened?

How old was I when I started holding this feeling 
about this group of people?

Where did I learn it? And from whom? Where did 
they learn it?

Are the people in this group currently threatening 
me in some way? If so, how and to what degree?
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How would I rate (1 to 10, 10 being the highest) 
the level of objective threat I feel from this group 
in my current life or work situation? _______

Can I identify my unconscious fears about this 
group, even if these fears are so deeply embedded 
inside me, that I don’t recognize them as beliefs, 
convictions, or biases?

How can I update my beliefs to match the 
environment I now find myself?

What’s one thing I can do to lower my reactivity 
to this group?

After you’ve finished answering this list of 
questions for this one particular group, you might 
find that it is easier to move on to another group 
that you also hold biases towards. Start again 
with the first question, “What kind of differences 
in others also makes me uncomfortable?” and 
proceed through the list.
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Take mental or written note of what you become 
aware of. Go through the list as many times as you 
wish. When completing it, share what you find out 
about yourself with a close friend, or write about it 
to yourself in your journal.

Remember! There’s no shame or criticism towards 
people who hold biases. In fact, shaming yourself 
for having biases is the same as shaming others 
for being different! The only “wrongdoing” is 
holding on to outdated modes of functioning and 
interacting, and relating to yourself or others in 
ways that are no longer “real,” supportive, helpful, 
or useful in our modern-day global-community.

Answering these questions honestly will provide you 
with increased awareness about your conditioning 
and increased capacity for changing how you react 
to people with differences. With this awareness you 
can begin to conscientiously create changes in your 
behaviors, and respond to people in the “present,” 
rather than reacting to past conditioning. This holds 
true for personal relationships as well.
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CHAPTER 2
Dissolving Boundaries

The Most Important Move: 
From Head to Heart

As you may have figured out by now, the path of 
embracing diversity is an endeavor of the heart.

The mind sees differences.
The heart sees sameness.
The mind makes distinctions and separates.
The heart makes wholeness and connections real.
The mind is the tool we use for differentiation, 
discrimination, discernment, distinguishing, 
classifying, ranking, rating, comparing, and organizing.

This muscle is over-developed in the majority 
of us. At school, at work, in social experiences— 
we’re constantly measuring, sorting and making 
distinctions. Our brain has had a life-time workout 
in this department!
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The heart, in general, is not nurtured by school, 
by work (usually), or even sometimes in social 
experiences. Yet, like the Down syndrome child, it 
continues to see sameness. We have to nurture and 
exercise the heart equal to the mind.

We must choose to develop this part of our potential, 
certainly in family and personal relationships, yes. 
But today, most people (adults, that is) spend only 
a small fraction of their time engaged in real heart 
connection. This is a challenge, as we must learn to 
make the heart connection as strong, if not stronger, 
than the power of the brain. If we want to live in a 
world where diversity, equality, and happy workers 
are … doing their best work!

The heart perceives what we have in common. It 
feels love, care, and concern for others. It binds 
and nurtures. The heart is what keeps sweethearts 
married and beloved in age, and it makes family 
members and even friends who go separate ways 
stay bound to one another. The heart is what 
connects people who work (or play) together as a
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team. It is this quality of experience in life that keeps 
us happy and feeling fulfilled.

So much can be written! The heart unifies. It binds 
people together. Love is that glue. Love is the 
experience of, “Wow! I am connected.” “Ooh! I am 
somehow the same as that person!” The deeper the 
experience of “connection,” the more sticky the glue, 
and the more steadfast the relationship, the more 
sustainable over time and space.

The experience of true connection, of oneness, 
is what we all long for, hunger for, and seek 
continuously— consciously or unconsciously. It’s in 
the tasting of oneness that we behold life’s most 
precious moments.

In the work place, the experience of connection is 
what motivates people to work towards a common 
goal, to do good work together, and to enjoy the 
experience of their work, which, of course, brings 
out the best in them.
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For an organization to build a culture that is 
sustainable and thriving, its people must have a 
sense of belonging, which is built on experiences 
of being seen, heard, appreciated, acknowledged, 
cared for, respected, and honored.

These experiences are the hallmarks of love and 
connection, both of which are primarily functions 
of the heart.

Because we have all had a life-time of education on 
how to discern and dissect, compare and criticize, 
this little book will now turn its attention towards 
providing some information and tools for building 
the capacity of the heart to strengthen and come 
to the forefront, to do what it does best– guide us, 
connect us, unify us, and to heal the pains of past 
prejudice, harassment, biases, judgment, exclusion, 
and separation.

Embracing diversity is about developing our full 
potential, recognizing the diversity within as well 
as without. It challenges us to enjoy the dance of
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diversity, and to delight in the wonderment of 
commonalty and connection. It calls on us to 
reconcile differing opinions, needs, desires and 
points of view. It calls on us to open our heart 
and let the heart work its magic.

Layers of Perception

This model, “Layers of the Heart,” which I absorbed 
amidst a Sufi community several years ago, can help 
us understand the process that we might experience 
as we mature and evolve into our fullest potential. In 
this model, there are four layers of the heart. The first 
is on the surface, the most superficial. The fourth is 
the deepest, most internal level.

You can visualize these four layers like an archery 
target. The first layer is the outermost circle on 
the board. Layer two is the circle just inside the 
outermost circle; layer three is within that circle, 
and layer four is the bull’s-eye.
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The first layer of the heart is represented by 
the psychological structure called the ego. It is 
our sense of self-autonomy, feeling separate 
and unique. This layer experiences the “self” as 
a personality who moves about in the world: 
working, playing, interacting, getting needs met. 
Its main concern is one’s self.

The second layer of the heart comes when we have 
an experience of love, of deep connection with 
another human being. Most infants experience this 
first with their mother, and then with their parents 
as a unit, and siblings as a family. This second layer 
of the heart also allows us to enjoy romantic love 
after we have matured.

This layer of the heart allows us to know that we are 
not completely separate, that even if we are aware 
that yes, the edges of my skin create a distinct 
body that is separate from other bodies, we are still 
part of the group, the human race. We belong, we 
are connected. This sense of belonging is usually 
experienced as a result of being seen, appreciated, 
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valued by others. Or we might just call it– being in 
the presence of someone with a loving heart.

The third layer of the heart develops when we start 
to experience that love exists throughout the whole 
of creation. We experience love expanding and 
extending to the people outside of our immediate 
circle of relations, friends, and associates. When the 
third layer of the heart is functioning, we get a sense 
that somehow, mysteriously we are connected to all 
of life. Yes, there is the appearance that everyone is 
separate. But in truth, we are not separate. We are, 
in essence, connected to everyone and everything.

The fourth layer of the heart develops with the 
culmination of higher consciousness, with the 
completion of our full self-actualization. I call it
the “real maturity”- when one experiences that 
they are not just experiencing love, they are that 
love. There is no separation between themselves 
and that which is life or love itself.
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These last two layers of the heart might sound a 
bit too esoteric for a book about diversity in the 
workplace. But it is precisely these lofty types of 
experiences that are not widely discussed in the 
“popular” realm, the world of three-dimensional 
reality. This lack of discussion is part of the problem. 
Experiences of “unity” and the greater capacities of 
the heart are not part of the pop world. Sadly.
Let’s put our attention, however, on the practical 
part here – which is transitioning from layer one of 
the heart to layer two.

This transition can be made by doing pretty much 
everything we have discussed thus far. And it can 
also be enhanced by these two practices:

1. Listening to our heart.

2. Allowing our heart to guide us, 
 and taking its advice.
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Listening to the Heart

Many people say that real fulfillment in life comes 
when we follow our heart. Well, here’s a technique 
where you can do just that. Like anything we want 
to strengthen, to exercise our functioning from the 
heart, we must practice and put our attention on it. 
I learned this beautiful meditation from my brilliant 
friend, Robert Holden, a British author who writes 
about Happiness and Loveability.

Like any meditation, you can begin sitting 
comfortably in a quiet place where you won’t be 
disturbed. It works best if you sit upright with a 
straight spine. Begin by closing your eyes and taking 
a few deep breaths from the lower belly. As you 
continue taking deep breaths, gently allow yourself 
to become aware of your body in the chair, or 
wherever you’re sitting. When you’re feeling settled, 
relaxed, open, and calm, then softly place your right 
hand on your heart. Really, either hand will work.
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As your hand rests there, notice your chest moving 
up and down with your breath as it moves in and out. 
Then, let your attention move from your palm into 
the flesh in the center of your chest. Take a few more 
slow deep breaths there, just sensing that area.

You can now do a slight inquiry, asking yourself, 
“What does it feel like in my heart?” Or, you could 
ask your heart directly, “How are you feeling now?” 
Then, notice … what you notice. Notice what your 
heart feels like. Is it warm or cool? Hard or soft? 
Open or closed? In fear or at peace? Just notice 
what’s going on there with your full awareness 
and non-judgment.

This questioning and listening will establish the 
beginning of a relationship, a deeper connection 
between you and your heart. It doesn’t matter if 
you relate to your physical heart, your emotional 
heart, or your spiritual heart. They all overlap and 
intermingle, so no need to try to sort it out.
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There are two roads you can follow at this point. 
One is to simply be. Just be there, awake, aware, 
and notice what happens in your heart. Notice 
anything or nothing and enjoy.

The other path is to begin an inquiry. If there’s 
something that you want to know, if you need 
direction or guidance with something or about 
someone, if you need help making a decision about 
this or that, you can ask your heart, as you’d ask 
any wise person, counselor, or trusted friend. Then, 
just sit, quietly, patiently, and listen for an answer. 
This is one way we glean the wisdom of our heart.

A life that is directed from the heart is a life that 
has deep meaning and purpose. Having a sense of 
meaning and purpose in one’s life fulfills some of 
the higher needs in Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. 
These are needs addressing the development of 
self-actualization. Once we begin the individual 
process, the collective process is not far behind.
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Utilizing This Wisdom

The next step is probably the most difficult: taking 
the advice and putting it to use. This is where the 
“rubber meets the road” - when we actually follow 
the guidance we get from our heart.

Many Eastern teachings identify three centers of 
wisdom in humans. The head, the heart, and the 
belly. Each of these centers provides us with its 
own flavor of knowledge and guidance.

From the head we get information for reasoning 
and deducing. From the heart we get wisdom 
about what is most meaningful and important to 
us. From the belly, we get instinctual information. 
(We’ve all heard the phrase, “I knew it in my gut.” 
In recent years, neuroscience confirms that the gut 
has its own “brain” and its own sensory processing 
structures, as does the heart.)
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Each of these three centers provides us with its 
own valuable wisdom. Our full potential is enhanced 
when we are able to draw information from all three 
of these centers. But remember, most of our cultural 
and social training has limited collective use of these 
centers in favor of focusing primarily on our mental 
processes.

This concept of three centers of wisdom might 
seem “far out” for those of you who are sincerely 
accustomed to relying solely on “brain power.” 
But if you have read this far, I’m sure your own 
heart is opening and I recommend trying this 
meditation, listening to your heart and following 
its guidance. It may take you right to the center of 
your heart’s desire, or help you fulfill your deepest 
dream. And if nothing more, it will support your 
ease and graceful navigation through the world of 
“differences among people.”
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From “Me” to “We”

As you make the transition from layer one of the 
heart to layer two, you might notice that your 
attention subtly goes from “me” to “we.” You might 
also notice that you are more attuned to others, 
more empathetic to their needs, and more in service 
to support them getting those needs met. Maybe 
you will notice that your involvement in groups is 
more team-oriented, and you are less concerned 
with your own individual advancement. Of course, 
there is nothing wrong with wanting to advance, But 
how much nicer is life when we get to support and 
experience those around us advance as well?
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CHAPTER 3
Communicating to Connect

The way we communicate can make or break any 
situation. It can bring people together or tear them 
apart. It can build people up, or beat them down.
 It can elicit coming together in love, or breaking 
into battle. As the saying goes, “it’s not what, 
it’s how.”Communication is primarily expressed 
through the words we speak. Yet, so much more is 
shared through our choice of words, as well as the 
volume and tone of voice with which we deliver 
those words. We communicate also through writing. 
As with speaking, we communicate with more 
than just our written words. We also communicate 
visually - through layout, font type and size, the 
use of color, space and images.

Researchers noted in the 1960s that humans 
communicate 93 percent more with their body 
language then they do with their verbal or written 
words1.
1 Verbal versus Non-Verbal Communication | Businesstopia:  

https://www.businesstopia.net/communication/
verbal-vs-non-verbal-communication
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Our hands, gestures, facial expressions and even 
proximity to another’s “space” communicates 
volumes. Additional non-verbal communication 
is shared through eye contact, our clothing, our 
energy, posture, and even our choice to be silent.

Becoming mindful of the impact of all these different 
levels of communication is a major key in one’s ability 
to get along with others, and to work well with them. 
Recognizing our individual communication skills and 
how these impact others can also be helpful when 
trying to get our needs met so that we can do our 
best work, and bring out the best in others.

Often bringing out the best in others comes 
from creating a communications bridge between 
ourselves and others. In other words, we express 
ourselves so we can become known by another.
In the middle of the word communicate are the 
letters UNI, which means to unite. 
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When we commUNIcate, we create UNIty. The 
more effectively we communicate, the more 
successfully we can build (or rebuild) a sense of 
connection with others.

As I mentioned earlier, experiencing a sense of 
connection, or unity, is the icing on the cake of 
life. Not only do we treasure moments of unity, 
feeling deeply connected to another, life, nature, 
the universe or God, but feeling connected is also 
a universal need. It’s at the pinnacle of Maslow’s 
Hierarchy of Needs. I think we’d all agree that 
moments of true connection are truly priceless!

Because the way we communicate can be so 
impactful, both on the negative and positive side, 
bringing people together, or pitting them against one 
another, it’s important to take a look at the purpose 
of communication. It’s also important that we look 
at the choices we make with our communications to 
bring about the results that we want.
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In a diverse community or organization, there are 
many ways of communicating, based on differing 
ideas, and many needs to meet. As we know from 
our own experiences, in all life situations, one of 
the things people most often communicate about is 
getting their needs met. Since getting our needs met 
is what makes us happy, and happy workers do their 
best work, it seems sensible to look at some of the 
communication forms that can help people best get 
their needs met.

I’ve been a long proponent of Marshall Rosenberg’s 
teaching on nonviolent communication (NVC). It’s 
brilliant not only because it’s simple, but also because 
it’s so incredibly effective.

The Non-Violent Communication Model

Here’s a brief explanation of this innovative, 
powerful, but gentle communication model that 
provides a technology for increasing peace in our 
world. NVC is often referred to as the “language of
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the heart”, as it awakens empathy and honesty. It can 
help minimize conflict, increase understanding, and 
maximize social accord in any relationship or group. 
NVC also increases our chances of getting what we 
want by guiding us to express ourselves in ways that 
elicit cooperation rather than combat.

The process of NVC encourages us to be mindful, 
attentive—to what we say, how we say it, and to 
how we listen. It helps us communicate about what 
is really happening and what’s important. And since 
we have already learned to listen to our heart, 
it supports us in honest communication, that is, 
omitting words, tone of voice and behaviors that 
cause others to go into a defensive stance.

The real nuts and bolts of NVC are the shiftings of 
our focus off the “stuff” or the “story” on the surface. 
It brings our focus to the needs that are not being 
met (usually deep down inside the problem. These 
are most usually not the basic needs like food and air, 
rather those social needs such as respect, freedom, 
kindness, self-expression.
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When social or even professional needs are 
expressed without aggression, the listener often 
recognizes the other’s humanity. Suddenly, instead 
of contention, there comes the thought, “Hey, this 
person needs the same things I need.”

Once the common ground is experienced, typically, 
the doors of cooperation open rather than close. 
NVC is a powerful tool to for opening doors, and 
creating unity amidst diversity.

There are two sides of the NVC model: the listener, 
who practices empathic listening, and the speaker, 
who honestly expresses him or herself, calmly and 
clearly. When each person speaks, they utilize a 
four-step process where they succinctly describe 
their observations, feelings, needs, and requests.
 
NVC is effective even when only one person in 
a conversation is using it but it is certainly more 
effective when both parties use these simple 
guidelines.
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Here’s How it Works: 

1. Make an agreement about which person will 
speak first. The speaker is advised to take a few 
deep breathes before talking to help calm any 
emotions. Begin speaking in a clear and audible 
voice, a peaceful tone, and using short, succinct 
statements. Speak in “I” statements (“When I 
saw.”, “When I heard…”) when describing what 
you (the speaker) have observed. 
 
In sharing your observation, you speak about 
what you observed as if the event were recorded 
on a video or audio tape. For example, you might 
say, “I saw you come in the door and drop your 
coat on the floor,” or “I overheard you tell Dan 
that you are going to fire me at the end of the 
month.” Omit embellishing the observation with 
what you felt, or with conjecture, assumptions, or 
judgments about the situation. Omit name calling! 
For example, you would not say, “He’s such a 
slob!” or “You are always leaving a mess around 
here!” or “I can’t believe you’re going to fire me!”
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Once you have calmly stated your observation, 
what you saw or heard as if recorded, ask the 
listener to repeat back to you what they heard 
you say in order to confirm that they understood 
you correctly. If their response is inaccurate, 
simply explain your observation once again, 
without annoyance or impatience. Then ask them 
to repeat it again. Continue clarifying until they 
repeat it correctly. Then you are ready to move 
on to the next step of the NVC model: feelings.

2. The speaker now begins sharing the feelings* 
that arose in response to the observed event. For 
example, “When I saw you come in the door and 
drop your coat on the floor, I felt frustrated and 
disrespected.” Here you want to stick with feelings 
that are actual somatic sensations, such as feelings 
of fear, hurt, or hopelessness. 
 
It’s best to omit speaking of feelings that attack, 
accuse or shame anyone, such as “When I saw you 
walk in the door and drop your coat on the floor I 
felt like smacking you.” Once they have repeated 
your feelings, you can move to the third step: needs.*
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3. Sharing your need with the listener is where 
the real magic of NVC takes place, precisely 
because needs are universal. Even if the listener 
is not feeling the need for food or respect in 
this moment, they know the experience of such 
needs. They can relate to it. So, the sooner we 
get off our “story” and share what we really need, 
the sooner any discord will end. An example 
of sharing a need: “What I need is order in our 
shared space.” Or, “I need to know whether it’s 
true that you are planning to fire me soon.”

4. Once you have shared your need and your NVC 
partner has repeated it to you, you can move to 
the forth step: making a request. Requests work 
best when they are realistic and clear, such as “I 
request that you hang up or put away your things 
when you come home.” Or perhaps, “I’d like you 
to lower my pay rather than fire me. Can that be 
worked out?”
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Requests work well when they are clear. If they are 
ambiguous and non-specific, such as “I request that 
you always keep this place tidy.” The term “always” 
is first and foremost impractical. (Never say “never” 
and never say “always” because things change.) More 
importantly, the term “tidy” is not really clear. “Tidy” 
may mean something very different to you than to 
your housemate. You must negotiate the request.

You must negotiate the request. When you reach 
a mutual agreement, you will have completed the 
NVC model of communication.
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Bravo!

You have just gotten through a conflict without 
creating more hurt or violence on the planet, in 
your home, or in the workplace. Really, this is 
something to celebrate!

While in the NVC process, remember-- listening 
is just as important, if not more so, than speaking. 
When the other person begins to speak, listen 
closely; really pay attention, so you can fully 
understand their point of view and repeat it. 
Listen with empathy—open your heart and your 
mind; enter their world for a moment. Imagine 
what it is like being them. How does it feel to
 have their experience?

This imaginal exercise will give you great insight 
into their reality, which is the material that creates 
bridges. Listen to their observations, to what and 
how they perceive their situation. Listen to their 
feelings without defense or excuses. Listen to what 
they really need. And listen carefully to what they
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are asking for. Negotiate your requests until a mutual 
agreement is found and stated.

As you practice NVC over time, you will increase your 
ability to express your feelings and needs without 
hostility or vengeance, without accusing, shaming, or 
blaming. This will help minimize defensive reactions 
in others and disruptions in the environment. NVC 
skills will help you make clear requests, all of which 
supports you in getting what you want ─ more 
respect, more money, or more room to move…

Developing these skills will also help you hear critical 
and hostile messages without taking them personally, 
giving in, or losing self-esteem. This growing capacity 
is very useful for teaming with your coworkers, 
supervisors, family members, and friends. These skills 
can also be beneficial when dealing with your own 
internal dialogues, helping you to increase positive 
and supportive messages to yourself.
 
Hopefully it is obvious that NVC is a clear and 
effective model for communicating in a way that is 
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cooperative, conscious, and compassionate. Like any 
skill, you must practice it to get better.

Try it at home tonight with a family member or 
special friend. Speak about your observations 
without blaming. Share with them your feelings, 
whether you are hurt or scared. Reveal what you are 
really needing. (This is the hardest part, because it 
is the most vulnerable place. And this is where the 
magic rests - where the differences transform into 
unity … because, after all, we still need the same 
things: love, kindness, care, respect…)

Ask politely for what you want from your “co-
communicator.” This puts all the cards on the table. 
Your communications parter should be as clear as 
you are about what you feel, need, and want. They 
have entered your inner world, where empathy 
naturally blossoms, just like flowers in the sun.
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Using the NVC model, it is very easy to become 
a “happy” worker! You now have a way to 
communicate and negotiate your needs in a way 
that everyone can succeed! Each person comes to 
understand with ease that even though we’re all 
different on the surface, deep down we all have 
the same needs.

When a commonality is established, we experience 
a connection. Grounded in unity, we can truly enjoy 
all the “spices,” all the differences, in any group. So 
practice NVC daily! Integrate this simple technique 
into your communications with others, and watch 
your relationships heal, flourish, and grow.
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CHAPTER 4
Creating Common Ground

Have you ever listened to a new friend telling you 
snippets of his or her life story, and after sharing 
portions of yours, maybe after every third sentence 
or so, one or both of you exclaim, “Oh wow! That 
happened to me too!” Did you notice that each time 
either of you echoed this refrain, you felt as though 
you were coming a few inches closer to sitting in 
each other’s lap? By the end of the conversation, 
the two of you feel as if you’ve known one another 
forever… best friends forever!

Having a large overlap of similar life experiences 
with another person creates an instant sense of 
connection, camaraderie, mutual understanding, 
trust, and the roots of a lifelong friendship. This 
phenomenon is also known as finding “common 
ground.” Common ground is more than just 
identifying shared experiences. When we find 
common ground with one another, the differences 
between us seem to evaporate into thin air.
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As an adult who stands only 3’8” tall, I walk through 
life carrying a significant physical difference. Early on, 
I learned that in order to overcome the separation 
created by my stature, and the cultural stigma that 
goes with this very visible diversity, I had a choice. I 
could sink into the chasm of differences or develop 
the skill of bridging differences over that chasm. I 
discovered very quickly that when I found common 
ground with others, the seemingly insurmountable 
chasm of physical differences disappear quite 
effortlessly.

Throughout my life, I’ve been blessed with many 
true and dear friends who frequently say to me, 
“You know, Peggy, I don’t even realize that you’re 
a little person.” So I can testify: finding common 
ground works!

When you’re interacting with someone who is very 
different from yourself - perhaps they’re a different 
race, have a different sexual orientation, are a 
significantly different age or level of cognitive ability 
than you, or maybe they have mobility issues, or 
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hearing impairments – any of these differences from 
you might create a feeling of uneasiness. The other 
person might be feeling uneasy as well. What a great 
opportunity to practice building bridges and to find 
common ground!

Building Bridges

This is easily accomplished in the first few moments 
of your encounter. You can start by opening your 
heart, and then opening a conversation. Within 
moments of just beginning a friendly chat, and 
inquiring into the other person’s life, both of you 
can discover common life experiences. Then the 
differences between you seem to just fade away. 
Magically! Poof! Gone!

Finding common ground with others is one of 
the most effective ways to build any community, 
not just a workforce community, based in mutual 
respect and friendliness.
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The Power of Empathy

Going one step further, another poignant aspect of 
common ground is acknowledging that you relate to 
another’s pain. This is called empathy, and it’s the 
most extraordinary vehicle for erasing prejudices, 
biases, judgments, and all other forms of separation 
between human beings.

To practice empathy, one need only do the proverbial 
“walk in another’s shoes.” Simply listening to 
another’s story, even if it’s a grievance or an attack, 
you can ask yourself, “What might it feel like to be 
them right now? What difficulties may they have 
been through?”

When we try to answer these questions to ourselves, 
accurately or not, we begin opening the door of 
compassion, and creating a sense of connection. 
Boundaries, differences, separation – gone!

Keep in mind, however, that empathy doesn’t mean 
we need to feel what others feel. We don’t need
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to sit down and cry when they’re crying. But we 
can listen and relate to them from our own life 
experience, remembering when we may have felt 
similarly. This similarity is our common ground, 
what creates the bridge - the bridge between one 
separate life and another.

The bridging of differences, finding common ground, 
extending empathy and compassion to others - these 
occur only through interactions with others. If we 
avoid interaction with others because we feel uneasy, 
or because we fear the unknown, if we isolate, 
exhibit qualities of shyness, or even stay within the 
same “comfort-zone” social group we’ve always been 
in— the less likely we’ll be able to develop the skills 
needed to bridge differences. It is even less likely 
we will enjoy the creativity experienced when we 
encounter new friends, new places, new thoughts, 
and even new confidence in our ability to share love 
and kindness with the “other.”

Creating common ground is the natural outcome of 
expressing genuine curiosity towards another. 
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Ask people questions! Find out what you have in 
common. This will open the heart organically, create 
connection, and decrease any tension around seen or 
unseen differences. Then, revel in feeling connected!
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CHAPTER 5
Celebrate Your Greatness

Permission

Giving ourselves permission to be all that we can be 
is another giant step towards creating a culture that 
values diversity.

But first, a reminder - I’ve noted several times that 
self-actualization is the at the pinnacle of Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs. Expressing our greatest self, our 
innate and authentic self helps us fulfill our needs 
around self-actualization. It leaves us feeling satisfied 
to a degree that has no limit. Imagine that!

For many of us, the message growing up during a 
certain baby boomer era was “don’t be too great.” 
It was okay to be good and be the winner once in a 
while but certainly don’t be a winner every time! 
And, don’t get too big for your britches!
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So, we put a lid on our beautiful self-expression, 
and shrank our energy down to the size our parents 
orother authority figures could tolerate.

This poem by Marianne Williamson speaks to this 
topic so poignantly! It might be my favorite poem. 
I’ve been reading it at the end of my speeches for 
years because its message is so awesome!

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 
 
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 
measure. 
 
It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. 
 
We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, 
talented and fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? 
You are a child of God. 
 
Your playing small doesn’t serve the world. There is 
nothing enlightening about shrinking so that other 
people won’t feel insecure around you. 
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We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is 
within us. 
 
It’s not just in some of us; it’s in everyone. 
 
And when we let our own light shine, we unconsciously 
give other people permission to do the same. As we are 
liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically 
liberates others.

Giving ourselves permission to be great, to be 
all that we can be, to do our best work may be 
considered part of the “me” generation but it is 
also healthy. It allows the heart full expression, full 
creativity. Why let the confines of “conformity” 
continue to hold you back?

We were born to make manifest the glory of God that 
is within us. 
 
It’s not just in some of us; it’s in everyone.
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It’s your job to know how awesome you really 
are. And then it’s your job to shine that light, your 
awesome incredibly unique and brilliant light!

It’s not hard to do this. really! Because every 
inch, and every moment of creation is awesome, 
and each of us is part of that creation. If you 
can learn to listen to the heart, use thoughtful 
communication skills (like NVC), just pay attention, 
make sure you are mindful, and your heart is open, 
you can find yourself astonished at your own 
greatness. You can be enthralled or blown away 
just by a whiff of a ripe strawberry, by the cooing 
of a songbird outside your window, or by noticing 
the light glistening through water as it falls from a 
gutter. Life is awesome! And we are part of it.
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I Am the Greatest!

The more we can acknowledge our own greatness, 
the more we are free to express it in life. And the 
more the waves of “greatness” spread through life. 
As Marianne says,

When we let our own light shine, we unconsciously 
give other people permission to do the same.

Right about now, you might say, “Hey, this sounds 
a lot like a motivational speech. What does this 
have to do with embracing diversity?”

But oh! My friend, it does!

Bullying, condescending, harassing, criticizing, 
blaming behaviors and so on, these are all the 
projections and rejections of one’s low self-esteem, 
and the workings of inner emptiness, loneliness, 
and unhappiness. Someone walking in the shoes 
of the proverbial “ism” (racism, sexism, dogmatism, 
pessimism, etc.) has little interest and probably less 
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capacity to opening mind and heart to people who
are significantly different from themselves. 

But when we focus on the good in ourselves and 
others, it fosters mutual care, respect, and social 
harmony. I’ve always said, the best way to honor 
others is to honor yourself.

When you celebrate your own uniqueness, 
you support individual and collective efforts in 
embracing diversity.
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Final Call

So, I leave you with this final call for transformation: 
Diversity is here to stay - it brings challenges 
but individually and collectively we can work to 
overcome those challenges by keeping the following 
information in our hearts, minds, and actions.

A. If we shift our mindset about diversity, 
recognize that differences are actually a good 
thing, take an honest assessment of our biases, 
and objectify our fears, we will always be 
reminded that yes, we are all different and we 
are all the same!

B. We can dissolve boundaries between 
ourselves and others by embracing diversity as 
an endeavor of the heart. We can build up the 
capacity to experience “sameness” between 
ourselves and others by opening our heart, 
listening to it, following it, and allowing our 
identity to evolve from “me” to “we.” 
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C. We can become aware of how we impact others 
through our communications, and recognize when 
we are (or are not) meeting our own and others’ 
needs for respect, belonging, and self-esteem. 
We can practice nonviolent communication as a 
way to work through our differences, grievances, 
and hurts by coming out on the other side with 
kindness and compassion. 

D. We can create a common ground through 
reaching out, being genuinely curious about 
others, asking them questions, and even 
imagining walking in their shoes.

E. We can also give ourselves permission to 
express our innate greatness. By being awesome, 
we uplift the world around us. This is celebrating 
differences to the highest degree!
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Following these steps, you’re bound to discover an 
increasingly “happy” environment- where a diverse 
community of workers with different backgrounds, 
different strengths, different talents, ALL feel a 
sense of safety, belonging, and commitment to 
a single goal. As any group embraces diversity, 
performance is most certainly optimized. 

When people’s social needs for acceptance and 
respect are met, they will feel safe, connected, 
happy. And as we know, happy workers will give 
you their best!
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About the Author

Creating an organizational 
culture that brings out the 
best in people is not an easy 
endeavor. If you’d like further 
aid, call us now to discuss 
how we can support you. 

From the soaring height 
of 3’8”, Peggy O’Neill has 
captivated audiences with her poignant message 
of celebrating diversity, personal empowerment and 
triumphing over challenges. Her zealous optimism, 
humorous disposition and encouraging demeanor 
are both inspiring and contagious. No wonder she’s 
an endeared and in demand presenter throughout 
the US.

844-Peggy00 (734-4900)
www.PeggySpeaks.com
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